
ABUNDANCE RIGHT NOW
Psalm 23 David B. Keller
Acts 2:42-47 May 3, 2020
John 10:1-10
TEXT: John 10:10 “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy.  I have come that they
may have life, and have it abundantly.”  
PURPOSE: To invite us to awareness that the abundant life Jesus came to share with us is
available right now, right in the midst of this pandemic. 
______________________________________________________________________________

Jesus said, “I have come that [you] may have life, and have it abundantly.” 
The Psalmist wrote of God that “you have set a table before me in the presence of
my enemies; you anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows.”  These are some of
scripture’s most profound words of assurance.  Today, they are made even more
real by the table set before us– the communion table here in our church buildings,
and the tables in your homes, set to share the simple meal at which we recognize
the presence of the risen Christ, the source of abundant life.  

Psalm 23 is about as basic to faith as it gets.  Its words and images find their
way deep into our hearts.  It is probably the first Bible passage we learn by heart as
a child,  and it may be the last Bible passage we hear before we pass from this life. 
I have recited it in unison with a profoundly demented parishioner who did not
know who I was, but who surely knew her good shepherd.  I have recited it at a
burial where people completely unaffiliated with organized religion were gathered,
but who knew the Psalm well enough to recite it with me.  Thank God we’re
beginning to offer Sunday School again today.  What a wonderful time for our
children to be learning these comforting words and the truth that lies beneath them. 

But today, this day, seven weeks into the virus outbreak’s disruption of our
lives, there’s an abundance of suffering, an abundance of uncertainty, but evidence
of the abundant life Jesus came to offer is hard to come by.  Today, rather than
heads anointed with oil, a symbol of honor and exalted status, it is our hands which
are being anointed with soap and sanitizer.  Today, our cups overflow not with
abundance, but with anxiety.  Today, it seems that the thief Jesus talked about has
climbed into the sheepfold and is stealing our security, killing our most vulnerable
neighbors, and destroying our society.  

How can we, in these days filled with danger, practice trust in the Good
Shepherd?  How can we, who are overwhelmed by what we’ve lost, live the
abundant life Jesus came to give us?  I think it begins by realizing that we
privileged Americans – and let’s admit that all of us, no matter how needy we are
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by American standards, are privileged compared to the majority of people in the
world– have accepted a distorted understanding of abundance.  We’ve accepted the
idea that abundance has to do with accumulation – with the accumulation of things,
of wealth, even of privilege and power.  The abundance Jesus offers turns that
understanding of abundance upside down.  Our source of abundant life had no
permanent address, no ability to prevail against the Romans and the privileged
religious professionals in cahoots with them, and no possessions at the time of his
execution except the clothes he was wearing.  And yet, we receive him as our good
shepherd, who gives us everything we need.  And yet, we see his life, which we
know is a life of self-giving love, as the life we want to share, because we know
that his is the life which death cannot undo; his is the life where peace and joy
prevail.  

Perhaps these days, when we are deprived of so much that we’re used to
having, offer an opportunity to seek out and live into the abundance Jesus has for
us.  We’re actually seeing lots of the Jesus kind of abundance in the world right
now.  I’m on a neighborhood email list where some members of the group let their
neighbors know at least twice a week that they have put free homemade face masks
on their porch for anyone who needs one.  The Homeless Resource Center in
Concord initially had to suspend operations because their building won’t
accommodate social distancing practices.  But a tent company provided one of
those big event tents, and set it up in the resource center’s parking lot.  Now, that’s
where homeless people can go for coffee and companionship and help finding a
way out of homelessness.  We’ve all seen or heard of cities all around the world
where citizens unite daily to express their gratitude in singing or noisemaking for
people working the front lines of this crisis.  I’m confident you could offer other
examples of spiritual abundance lifting spirits in the midst of disruption and
uncertainty.  There seems to be an abundance of goodness and mercy catching up
with the people who need it most.  

Many of you know my morning devotional always begins with a Psalm. 
Earlier this week, Psalm 94 was the reading for the day.  In that Psalm there is this
line: “In the middle of all my troubles, you console me and make me happy.”
(Verse 19, Jerusalem Bible translation)  That morning, I confess I was not feeling
the care of the Good Shepherd.  I was worrying what it would be like for us as a
church if we couldn’t return to being physically connected any time soon.  Then I
read that verse: it didn’t say that God removed my troubles, or magically solved
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my problems, but that God consoled me in the midst of my troubles, and let
happiness overtake worry.  Another translation of that last phrase describes God as
“cheering my soul,” which drew me back to the line in the 23rd Psalm which
describes the Good Shepherd “restoring my soul.”  Well, my prayer asked, will I
welcome this grace or will I refuse it?  

That scripture itself revealed Christ’s kind of abundance being offered to
me.  I believe abundance like that is being offered to each of us, but we won’t
know what it looks like if we imagine it in terms of worldly abundance.  And I also
believe that Christ’s kind of abundance must be practiced to be experienced.  And
practicing abundance is all about generosity.  And generosity is the opposite of
acquisitiveness, which is the world’s way of experiencing abundance.  

Right now, in the midst of this pandemic, Christ is offering his abundance. 
He is giving a chance to settle down in green pastures, the beauty of springtime
bursting all around us.  He is restoring our souls in the stillness of a turned-off TV
and computer.  He is leading us into a new world, a much more righteous world,
for the sake of his own reputation as the God who insists on righteousness.  He is,
indeed, setting a table for us in the presence of this unseen, insidious enemy, and
inviting us to feast on his steadfast love, his righteousness, his astounding mercy. 
If we keep hoping for a return to a world that’s all about getting more stuff, we
won’t notice, let alone welcome, the ways he offers his abundance.  But if we, in
these days when acquisitiveness is on the ropes and exploiting the earth has
become unprofitable, imagine the world governed by Christ’s abundance, we might
see how practicing what we imagine contributes to creating the world we know
God has in mind.  

Last year at this time, I was about to begin a two month sabbatical.  The high
point of that time for restoring my soul  was a pilgrimage I made to the Scottish
Isle of Iona, a place where the distinction between the heavenly and the earthly is
exquisitely thin.  This past week, as I was figuring out what I could honestly say
about Christ’s abundance being available to us right now, some other members of
my pilgrimage group started emailing the group.  It was a joy in itself to recall
those people, who had been strangers but became spiritual kin.  Along with fondly
recalling our time together, each one mused about the impact and potential of this
global pandemic.  One of my fellow pilgrims offered this reflection from Indian
author and activist Arundhati Roy:
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“Whatever it is, coronavirus has made the mighty kneel and brought the
world to a halt like nothing else could.  Our minds are still racing back and
forth, longing for a return to "normality", trying to stitch our future to our
past and refusing to acknowledge the rupture.  But the rupture exists.  And in
the midst of this terrible despair, it offers us a chance to rethink the
doomsday machine we have built for ourselves.  Nothing could be worse
than a return to normality.  Historically, pandemics have forced humans to
break with the past and imagine their world anew.  This one is no different.
It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next.  We can choose to
walk through it, dragging the carcasses of our prejudice and hatred, our
avarice, our data banks and dead ideas, our dead rivers and smoky skies
behind us.  Or we can walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to
imagine another world. And ready to fight for it."1  

Roy’s reflection, like that verse from the Psalm that met me in my morning
devotions, came to me as another offering from the bounty of Christ’s abundance. 
But her words also present a challenge: will we choose to practice the abundance
we want to experience?  Will we choose to walk with little luggage through the
portal that this pandemic is imagining a different kind of world, the world God has
always been dreaming for us?  Are we willing to fight for that world?  

Here’s what I am sure of: Christ gave himself for the sake of a world in
which sharing by all means scarcity for none, a world whose inhabitants care for
creation rather than abuse it, a world where the table the shepherd sets 
has room enough, and abundance enough, for every single one of God’s precious
children. That world is where real abundance is to be found.  That is the world
which thrives in the care of the Good Shepherd.  That is the house of the Lord we
can live in right now. 

1You’ll find Roy’s full essay at https://www.ft.com/content/10d8f5e8-74eb-11ea-95fe-fcd274e920ca


